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ABSTRACT 

Cancer is an extremely multifaceted illness to appreciate, since it entails manifold cellular physiological system. 
The mainly general cancer treatment is limited to chemotherapy, radiation and surgery. Furthermore, the untimely 
credit and action of cancer relics a technological block. There is an urgent require to expand novel and 
originaltechnology thatcould help to define tumor margins, recognize residual tumor cells and micro metastases, 
and decide whether a tumor has been totally removed or not. Nanotechnology has witnessed significant progress in 
the past few decades, and its effect is widespread nowadays in every field. Nanoparticles can be modified in 

numerous ways to prolong circulation, enhance drug localization, increase drug efficacy, and potentially decrease 
chances of multidrug resistance by the use of nanotechnology. Recently, research in the field of cancer 
nanotechnology has made remarkable advances. In present study review summarizes the application of various 
nanotechnology-based approaches towards the diagnostics and therapeutics of cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

n nano-medicine formulation research, developing 

nanodosage forms (polymeric NPs and Nano 

capsules, liposomes, solid lipid NPs, phytosomes and 

Nano emulsionetc) have a number of advantages for 

delivery system, including enhancement of solubility and 

bioavailability, protection from toxicity, enhancement of 

pharmacological activity, enhancement of stability, 

improving tissue macrophages distribution, sustained 

delivery, protection from physical and chemical 

degradation etc
1
. 

Scientific advances have significantly improved the basic 

understanding of biology of cancer. Due to the lack of 

drug availability, adverse side effects and drug resistance, 

the conventional therapy failed to achieve proper 

treatment
2
. During the past few years, nano-medicine has 

showed considerable progress in improving the cancer 

treatment, and this review highlights some of the recent 

advancements in this field of research. After the 

commencement of nanotechnology in 1959, the field of 

nano-medicine has developed quickly and we are now 

successfully approaching solutions to various challenges. 

The term liposome was described and the drug 

encapsulated liposome was developed before the 1970s. 

From there, the advancement of nano-medicine passed 

through various achievements, starting from gold NP, 

polymeric NPs, quantum dots, fullerenes etc, to the 

clinically approved nanomedicines for chemotherapy
3
. 

The priority of developing nanomaterial for cancer 

treatment includes
4
: (i) multifunctionality, (ii) increased 

potency and multiagency, (iii) increased selectivity for 

targets, (iv)theranostic potential, (v) altered 

pharmacokinetics, (vi) controlled synthesis, (vii) 

controlled agent release and kinetics, (viii) novel 

properties and interactions, (ix) lack of immunogenicity 

and (x) enhanced physical stability. 

VARIOUS NANOTECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS 

FOR CANCER THERAPEUTIC 

The most common examples of nanotechnology 

platforms for cancer therapy include polymeric NPs, 
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liposomes, dendrimers, nanoshells, carbon nanotubes, 

and superparamagnetic NPs. With small size and various 

structural and physicochemical features, these 

nanotechnology platforms can enter tumor vasculature 

through enhanced permeability and retention effect 

(EPR). The use of cancer specific targeting residues (e.g. 

antibodies, ligands, and lectins) can also achieve tumor 

cell targeting. 

Nanoshells as the layerbylayer assembly of NPs, 

polymeric nanoshells (20-60 nm) of di-block copolymers 

can be made by selfassembly of oppositely charged 

polymers forming a core/shell structure
5
. The most useful 

nanoshells are that that have a silica core diameter of 120 

nm with a 10 nm layer of gold shell, because these 

strongly absorb near infrared (NIR) light 800 nm and can 

create intense heat that is lethal to cells. This NIR light 

can penetrate several centimeters of human tissue without 

causing harm, because tissue chromophores do not absorb 

much energy in the NIR range 1. The benefit of the 

nanoshell mediated approach is that the energy can pass 

through the healthy tissue and leave the neighboring cells 

intact, while killing only the tumor cells that have been 

targeted by the nanoshells
6
. 

Carbon Nanotubes: - Carbon nanotubes are a distinct 

molecular form of carbon atoms that was discovered in 

the late 1980s
7
. There has been tremendous enthusiasm 

over carbon nano-tube applications in many industrial 

sectors, in part because they have been actively promoted 

as possessing the advantages of being 100 times stronger 

than steel with only one-sixth of its weight, and with 

unusual heat and conductivity properties 

Dendrimers:Dendrimers are extensively studied nano-

carriers; they are uniformly distributed complex 

molecules with branched architecture
8
. Dendrites are able 

to carry hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic drugs due to 

the presence in them of hydrophobic core and hydrophilic 

surface. The size, shape and pharmacokinetics of 

dendrimers depend on the generation number, chemical 

composition of core and branches as well as surface 

function group. Chemical modification also can 

significantly alter the pharmacokinetics and bio-

distribution of dendrimers. Dendrimers have been used 

for various applications such as solubility enhancement, 

photodynamic therapy, drug delivery, bio imaging, 

cancer treatment and 3D nanoscale core–shell structures
9
. 

Polyvalent dendrimers interact simultaneously with 

multiple drug targets. Dendrimers are spherical polymers 

that are normally less than 5 nm in diameter. Their key 

useful feature is the polymer branches that provide vast 

amounts of surface area into which therapeutic agents and 

targeting molecules could be attached
10, 11

. The 

prototypical dendrimer starts with an ammonia (NH3) 

core that is reacted with acrylic acid to produce a tri-acid 

molecule. They synthesized from an ethylenediamine 

core a G5 poly (amidoamine) dendrimer whose primary 

amino groups on the surface were first neutralized 

through partial acetylation to provide enhanced solubility 

of the dendrimer and prevent nonspecific targeting 

interactions during delivery. The application of 

dendrimers is to conjugate different 

biofunctionalmoieties, such as folic acid, using 

complementary DNA (cDNA) oligonucleotides to 

produce clustered molecules, which target cancer cells 

that over express the high affinity folate receptor. Linked 

with multiple types of molecules, which bind selectively 

to cancer cells, chemotherapy agent can be conjugated 

with antibodies that act as recognition sites to kill cancer 

cells. Targeted delivery of small molecular drugs, 

proteins/peptides and genes can be obtained through this 

process
12

. 

Magneto-fluorescent NPs. These NPs are usually 

magnetic and fluorescent applied to in vivo imaging rapid 

screening
13

 in hermotherapy and locoregional delivery of 

chemotherapeutic agents in cancer treatment
14

. 

Ceramic NPs. These materials can be synthesized readily 

at ambient temperatures with the desired size, shape and 

porosity and used as drug delivery system for 

photodynamic cancer therapy
15

. Quantum dots. Quantum 

dots (QDs) are nanometerscale semiconductor crystals 

composed of groups II–VI or III–V elements, and are 

defined as particles with physical dimensions smaller 

than the exciton Bohr radius
16

. Quantum dots are 

frequently referred to as nanocrystals in the lay press, 

although the term nano crystal is not restricted to 

quantum dots. They range from 2 to 10 nm in diameter 

and are made of semiconductors and they are currently 

being used as probes for high resolution molecular 

imaging of cellular components and for tracking a cell’s 

activities and movements inside the body. Because 

semiconductors are poisonous heavy metals, toxicity is a 

huge obstacle to clinical application of quantum dots for 

humans. Currently, their application is restricted to in 

vitro or animal studies, and researchers are actively trying 

to develop different ways to coat them so that they would 

be safe for use in people
17

. 

Superparamagnetic NPs. Superparamagnetic NPs refer 

to iron oxide particles or magnetite (Fe3O4) particles that 

are less than 10 nm in diameter. They have been around 

for years as contrasting agents for magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI). Many groups have explored the use of 

magnetic fields to localize magnetic NPs to targeted sites, 

a system known as magnetic drug targeting. As with 

other NPs, these superparamagnetic NPs are getting 

functionalized so as to permit specific tumor targeting. 

Such as iron oxide NPs can also be made by coating with 

aliphatic surfactants or liposomes resulting in 

magnetoliposomes
18

. Magnetic NPs can be remotely 

activated using electromagnetic fields, and they can also 

be used to thermally treat cancers
19

. Most recently, 

superparamagnetic NPs have been used in clinical 

thermotherapy of locally recurrent prostate cancer
20

. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF NP’S IN 

CANCER THERAPY 

The fate of a drug after administration in vivo is 

determined by a combination of several processes such as 

distribution, metabolism and elimination when given 

intravenously
21

or absorption, distribution, metabolism 

and elimination when an extravascular route is used
22

, 

which depends mainly on the physicochemical properties 

of the drug and therefore on its chemical structure. NPs 

loaded with anticancer agents can be used successfully to 

increase drug concentration in cancer tissues and also act 

at cellular levels, enhancing antitumor efficacy
23

. They 
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can be endocytosed or phagocytosed by cells, with 

resulting cell internalization of the encapsulated drug. 

NPs of biodegradable polymers can provide controlled 

and targeted delivery of the drug with better efficacy and 

fewer side effects
24

. Lipophilic drugs, which have some 

solubility either in the polymer matrix or in the oily core 

of nanocapsules, are more readily incorporated than 

hydrophilic compounds, although the latter may be 

adsorbed onto the particle surface.Nanospheres can also 

be formed from natural macromolecules such as proteins 

and polysaccharides, from non polar lipids, and from 

inorganic materials such as metal oxides and silica
25

. 

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in men and is 

the sixth leading cause of cancer mortality in men
26

. In 

human prostate cancer, a multistage process involves 

progression from small latent carcinomas of low 

histological grade to high-grade metastatic cancer
27

. To 

enhance the therapeutic efficacy of anticancer agents in 

general, polymeric-, misceller- and liposome-based 

delivery systems conjugated to tumor-specific ligands 

have been studied
28–30

. NPs conjugated ligand can 

enhance the therapeutic efficacy of the encapsulated drug 

and thus could be more effective in promoting tumor 

regression than the drug dissolved in the cremophor el 

(CrEL) formulation
31

. 

Nanomedicine can be used to design artificial red and 

white blood cells successfully
32

. Cancer patients are now 

treated by injecting artificial red blood cells to balance 

the human body blood level. Artificial antibodies, white 

and red blood cells and antiviral nanorobots could be 

considered as successful applications of nanomedicine
33

. 

Paclitaxel is one of the best antineoplastic drugs found in 

nature in the past decades
34

. It is effective in treating a 

wide spectrum of cancers including breast cancer, ovarian 

cancer, lung cancer, Kaposi's sarcoma
35

, colon cancer, 

bladder cancer, head and neck cancer, multiple myeloma 

and melanoma. Its poor solubility in water creates 

difficulties in clinical administration and can create many 

serious side effects
36

. NPs of biodegradable polymers can 

be considered to counteract the side effects and achieve 

controlled and targeted delivery of the drug
37

. By 

optimization of particle size and surface coating, NPs 

formulation of paclitaxel could improve the efficacy and 

quality of chemotherapy, making possible personalized 

chemotherapy, local chemotherapies, sustained 

chemotherapy, oral chemotherapy, and chemotherapy 

across the blood–brain barrier
38

, chemotherapy across the 

microcirculation barrier, and other advancements. The 

hydrophobic cytotoxic drug camptothecin
39

 incorporated 

into fluorescent mesoporous silica NPs can be delivered 

to various cancer cells to induce cell death. This can also 

be a method to overcome the insolubility problem of 

many anticancer drugs, which is considered to be one of 

the major challenges in cancer therapy
40

. NPs are useful 

delivery vehicles for promising drug candidates that face 

obstacles for clinical applicability. Sirolimus, an inhibitor 

of mammalian target of rapamycin has gained attention 

for targeted anticancer therapy, but its clinical application 

has been limited by its poor solubility
41

. Polymeric 

nanoparticle (PNP)-sirolimus was developed as an 

injectable formulation and has been characterized by 

transmission electron microscopy and dynamic light 

scattering. Pharmacokinetic analysis revealed that PNP-

sirolimus has prolonged circulation in the blood
42

. PNP–

sirolimus preserved the in vitro killing effect of free 

sirolimus against cancer cells, and intravenous 

administration displayed its potent in vivo anticancer 

efficacy in xenograft tumor mice. 

Table: 1 Nano medicine for anti cancer therapy 

Trade name  Compound  Nanocarrier  

Abraxane Paclitaxel 

  

Albumin bound paclitaxel 

DaunoXome Daunorubicin 

  

Pegylated Liposome 

Doxil  

  

Doxorubicin Pegylated Liposome 

Bexxar Anti-CD20 

conjugated to 

idodine131 

Radioimmunoconjugate  

 

Zevalin Anti CD 20 

conjugated to 

yittrium-90 

Radioimmunoconjugate  

 

Zeladex Goserelin Acetate Polymer rods 

Myoset Doxorubicin Non-pegylated liposome 

Oncasper PEG-L-

asparaginase 

Polymer-protein 

conjugate 

Ontak   IL 2 fused to 

diphtheria toxin 

  

Immuno toxin fusion 

protein 

SMANCS 

  

Zinostatin Polymer protein 

conjugate 

 

RECENT PROGRESS OF NANO-MEDICINE IN 

CLINICAL TRIALS OF ANTICANCER DRUGS 

The FDA has approved the first clinical trial in humans of 

brightly glowing NPs to light up cancer cells to aid in 

diagnosing and treating cancer. The trial with five 

melanoma patients at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 

Center (MSKCC) will test if the technology is safe and 

effective in humans. The NPs, called cornell dots for the 

university that conducted the research, are silica spheres 

less than 8 nanometers in diameter that enclose several 

dye molecules. The silica shell, essentially glass, is 

chemically inert and small enough to pass through the 

body and out in the urine. For clinical applications, the 

dots are coated with polyethylene glycol so the body will 

not recognize them as foreign substances. To make the 

dots stick to tumor cells, organic molecules that bind to 

tumor surfaces or specific locations within tumors can be 

attached to the shell. When exposed to near-infrared light, 

the dots glow much brighter than the un encapsulated 

dye, which serves as a beacon to identify the target cells. 

For the human trials, the dots will be labeled with 

radioactive iodine, which makes them visible in PET 

scans to show how many dots are taken up by tumors and 

where else in the body they go and for how long. The 

researchers say this technology can show the extent of a 

tumor’s blood vessels, cell death, treatment response, and 

invasive or metastatic spread to lymph nodes and distant 

organs Targeted therapeutic NPs that accumulate in 

tumors while bypassing healthy cells have shown 

promising results in an ongoing clinical trial. The NPs 

feature a homing molecule that allows them to 

specifically attack cancer cells, and are the first such 

targeted particles to enter human clinical studies. 

Originally developed by researchers at MIT and Brigham 

and Women's Hospital in Boston, the particles are 
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designed to carry the chemotherapy of drug docetaxel, 

used to treat lung, prostate and breast cancers, among 

others. The particles were also shown to be safe and 

effective: many of the patients' tumors shrank as a result 

of the treatment, even when they received lower doses 

than those usually administered
43

. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF NPS BASED 

ANTICANCER DRUG 

Nanoscale drug devices are currently being developed to 

deliver anticancer therapeutics specifically to tumors
44

. 

But most of the existing anticancer agents cannot 

distinguish between cancerous and healthy cells, leading 

to toxic actions and side effects. To further improve drug 

delivery efficiency and cancer specificity, tumor-

targeting strategies have recently received significant 

attention
45, 46

. NPs and liposomes are the first generation 

of these devices. Some of them have already reached 

clinical practice, such as liposomal doxorubicin used to 

treat specific forms of cancer, or liposomal amphotericin 

B used to treat fungal infections often associated with 

aggressive anticancer treatment
47

. Recently, a 

nanoparticulate formulation of the well-known anticancer 

compound taxol was submitted as a new treatment for 

advanced stage breast cancer
48

. One of the most 

promising tumor targeting approaches is the investigation 

of pH-sensitive drug delivery systems
49

, as the existing 

pH of tumor tissue is generally considered an ideal 

trigger for the selective release of anticancer drugs
50,51

. 

Compared to normal tissue pH 7.4, the average 

extracellular pH value in tumor tissues is 6.8, and the pH 

values of intracellular components such as endosomes 

and lysosomes are 4.5-6.5, which is caused by hypoxia in 

poorly perfused regions due to the high metabolic rate 

required for tumor growth
52

. The specificity of lower pH 

levels within the tumor region can be a strategy for acid-

sensitive drug delivery at local microenvironments for 

not only improving the efficacy of chemotherapy, but 

also for reducing the level of cytotoxicity
53

. Recent 

studies have highlighted the development of some drug 

carriers with pH-sensitive, and therefore tumor-selective, 

drug delivery. Strontium carbonate NPs (SCNs), a novel 

biodegradable nano-system for the pH sensitive release of 

anticancer drugs, were developed via a facile mixed 

solvent method aimed at creating smart drug delivery in 

acidic conditions, particularly in tumor environments
54

. 

Structural characterization of SCNs revealed that the 

engineered nanocarriers were uniform in size and 

presented a dumbbell-shaped morphology with a dense 

mass of a scale-like spine coating, which could serve as 

the storage structure for hydrophobic drugs. Chosen as a 

model anticancer agent, etoposide was effectively loaded 

into SCNs based on a simultaneous process that allowed 

for the formation of the nanocarriers and for drug storage 

to be accomplished in a single step. The etoposide loaded 

SCNs (ESCNs) possess both a high loading capacity and 

efficient encapsulation. It was found that the cumulative 

release of etoposide from ESCNs is acid-dependent, and 

that the release rate is slow at a pH of 7.4; this rate 

increases significantly at low pH levels 5.8 and 3.0. 

Meanwhile, it was also found that the blank SCNs were 

almost nontoxic to normal cells, and ESCN systems were 

evidently more potent in antitumor activity compared 

with free etoposide, as confirmed by a cytotoxicity test 

using an MTT assay and an apoptosis test with 

fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis. These 

findings suggest that SCNs hold tremendous promise in 

the areas of controlled drug delivery and targeted cancer 

therapy
55

. 

 CONCLUSION 

Nanotechnology is a speedily rising fields that has known 

novel expect in the action of numerous diseases. Early 

revealing and behavior of cancer residue a challenge to 

the scientific community. Moreover, different strategies 

have been explored in recent years for cancer detection 

and therapy. Application of nanotechnology in cancer 

treatment seems to solve these limitations, which has 

given new hope to humanity. Specific targeting of cancer 

cells was also the major challenge faced by conventional 

therapeutic approaches of cancer treatment. Recently, 

various NP-based drug-delivery systems such as lipo-

somes, dendrimers, diamondoids, QDs, viral NPs, and 

CNTs have shown encouraging results in cancer therapy. 

Properties like prolonged existence in systemic 

circulation, enhanced drug localization, and their efficacy 

make the NP-based model an excellent one. One of the 

major challenges in cancer treatment, ie, MDR, can also 

be overcome by these NP formulations. Inthe light of our 

review, we expect that in future, different NP 

formulations would serve as “Trojan horses” in the field 

of cancer diagnostics and its treatment. Hereby, we find it 

pertinent to highlight that toxicity and immune-system 

induction should be given due consideration before 

finalizing the use of any NP formulation for diagnostic 

and treatment purposes. 
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